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Abstract
Background: There is evidence that increasing therapy dose after stroke might promote recovery. Unfortunately, in clinical practice, therapy dose is limited by
�nancial and organizational constraints. Simple, scalable, robotic devices that could be used with minimal to no supervision in the clinic or at home bear the
promise of increasing dose without requiring additional resources. For this purpose, we developed HandyBot, a portable three-degrees-of-freedom end-effector
haptic device to perform sensorimotor task-oriented therapy of hand function (i.e., grasping, forearm pronosupination, wrist �exion-extension) in different
environments (e.g., clinic, home).

Methods: In this paper we present the design of the device and its technical evaluation in terms of workspace, dynamics (i.e., max end-effector velocity,
acceleration and force), sensing (i.e., position, velocity and force resolution) and haptic performance (i.e., transparency, maximum stable impedance range,
rigid contact rendering accuracy). Furthermore, its usability was assessed in terms of System Usability Scale (SUS) in a single-session pilot study with four
subjects with chronic stroke that tested the HandyBot therapy platform (i.e., haptic device with a graphical/physical user interface and a set of therapy
exercises) while simulating unsupervised use (i.e., the subject used the device independently but a therapist was observing the session for study purposes).

Results: HandyBot showed hardware and control performances comparable to other less portable therapy devices for hand function (e.g., 94% accuracy in
stiffness rendering, device transparency increased by 69.14% with impedance control), making it a suitable platform for the implementation of engaging
sensorimotor therapy exercises. HandyBot showed good platform usability in terms of SUS (i.e., above 75 out of 100 for device and graphical user interfaces,
above 65 out of 100 for the exercises) when tested in simulated unsupervised settings. These tests could underline minor design improvements that should be
considered to allow the use of such devices in uncontrolled settings.

Conclusions: HandyBot is usable at �rst exposure and could support the implementation of unsupervised robot-assisted sensorimotor therapy of hand
function. This therapy approach combined with this novel portable robotic device may help maximize therapy dose and decrease therapy-associated costs
(e.g., therapist time to therapy time ratio) in different environments.

Background
Almost two third of stroke survivors suffer from long-term upper limb impairment and are permanently disabled in the execution of activities of daily living
(ADL) [1, 2]. There is evidence that increasing therapy dose (i.e., number of exercise task repetitions and total therapy time) might promote an increase in upper
limb sensorimotor recovery, even long time after the stroke [3–5]. Unfortunately, in clinical practice, the therapy dose that can be achieved is often constrained
by �nancial and organizational limitations [3, 4]. As a result, patients after stroke typically receive suboptimal amounts of upper limb therapy both during
inpatients rehabilitation programs in the clinic, and most importantly when back home after discharge, where time to perform exercises would be more
available but adequate support to engage in quality therapy is lacking [6].

Robotic devices could be viable tools to support high-dose functional therapies that are relevant for ADL [7]. These devices offer motivating task-oriented
therapies that allow therapy outcomes similar to dose-matched conventional therapies [8–12] and, in the case of haptic devices, realistic/accurate
sensorimotor interactions that could support upper limb recovery [13]. However, the use of robotic devices is currently mainly limited to short therapy sessions
in the clinics under constant supervision of specialized therapists, which limits their potential as a vector to increase therapy dose. One way to achieve this
objective could be to use such technology within minimally supervised (i.e., therapy performed by a single patient or a group of patients with minimal external
supervision or intervention [14, 15]) or unsupervised (i.e., therapy performed without external supervision or intervention) robot-assisted therapy programs that
could start in the clinic [14, 16] and continue at home after discharge [6, 17–20]. Unfortunately, to make the step into the home environment of neurological
subjects, current robotic devices should be rethought to guarantee simplicity of use, adaptability to different users and ergonomics, affordability and
scalability, safety and portability [7, 21, 22]. These are critical aspects that should be considered early during design phases [23]. However, meeting these
requirements is a challenge [17]. As a result, only few robotic devices for upper limb rehabilitation have been proposed and tested for home use [18, 19, 24–
26], often without reporting their technical evaluation. Furthermore, little is known about their usability, which is fundamental to optimize the device
development based on the user needs [27], as well as increase acceptance and user compliance to a therapy plan [15, 21, 28–30], which is of key importance
when targeting unsupervised use.

In this paper, we present the design and evaluation of HandyBot (Fig. 1), a portable haptic device developed to perform task-oriented therapy of hand function
without supervision in different environments (e.g., clinic, home). This work builds on our previous research and the knowledge gained from two haptic end-
effector devices developed and clinically validated to support rehabilitation of hand function, the HapticKnob (HK, [31]) and the ReHapticKnob (RHK, [32]).
These devices train hand opening-closing and forearm pronosupination through sensorimotor functionally-relevant therapy tasks, which are particularly
important for hand rehabilitation [33], and already proved their e�cacy in terms of motor impairment reduction in supervised clinical settings [12, 34].
However, the essential step necessary for using this technology outside of the controlled settings of the clinic could not yet be achieved due to the device size,
cost and technology complexity.

The current work has two objectives. First, to report on the design and development of HandyBot and evaluate its technical characteristics in terms of
workspace, sensing, dynamics and haptic performance to guarantee good rendering of therapy exercises focusing on sensorimotor tasks that are key to hand
rehabilitation [35]. Second, to present the results of a pilot study evaluating the usability of HandyBot in controlled settings in subjects after chronic stroke,
which are the target population for unsupervised use of the device. This work is expected to provide technology developers with key aspects to consider for the
design of rehabilitation technology targeting unsupervised use and how such approach can be perceived by stroke patients.

Methods
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Design Requirements
We previously proposed and clinically evaluated two haptic end-effector therapy devices, the HK [31] and the RHK [32], which train hand grasping (GR) and
forearm pronosupination (PS) by rendering functionally-relevant rehabilitative tasks (e.g., interaction with virtual objects) that can be reproduced with high
haptic accuracy through active instrumented pads that get in touch with the �ngers, and are visualized in virtual reality through a computer screen [33]. The
RHK offers a combined sensorimotor and cognitive training, as proposed by Perfetti [13], and in a previous clinical study we demonstrated non-inferior therapy
outcomes compared to carefully dose-matched conventional therapy [12]. Recently, the RHK therapy platform (i.e., the RHK haptic device with a
graphical/physical user interface and a set of therapy exercises) was redesigned to allow to perform unsupervised therapy in controlled clinical settings [36,
37].

Building on this knowledge, our approach was to develop HandyBot as a portable and more easily scalable haptic device that could offer the same type of
sensorimotor therapy as the HK and the RHK, with the long-term objective of independent training in the home environment. To ensure the compatibility with
therapy exercises previously developed and clinically validated [15, 33, 36] and, at the same time, guarantee training in conditions similar to the interaction
with real objects, the same movements (i.e., grasping and forearm pronosupination) should be trained through an end-effector approach. Moreover, given its
relevance in ADL tasks [38, 39] and its synergies with grasping functions [40], it was decided to add a third degree of freedom (DOF) to also offer the
possibility to train wrist �exion-extension (FE). Very few robotic devices support these three DOFs, and they either do not allow their combined training, which
is essential for typical ADL or rehabilitation exercises, or require external help to change the hand interfaces to select the movement/task to train [41, 42]. Also,
in most cases, robotic end-effectors training hand function are embedded in complex and/or expensive multi-DOF therapy platforms [29, 40, 43]. To make a
powered device suitable not only for inpatient rehabilitation, but also for home rehabilitation and potential independent use (e.g., on a pay-per-use policy
directed by the clinic), its cost should be kept minimal. Otherwise, we expect that upper limb robot-assisted therapy devices, which often cost tens of
thousands euros [29, 32, 43, 44], might face di�culties entering the home rehabilitation market. At the same time, ease of use and portability (i.e., ability to be
easily carried or moved thanks to limited size and weight) should be ensured [21, 42], user comfort and ergonomics should be optimized [7] and safety during
use and interaction with the device should be guaranteed [22]. As learned during a previous study with the RHK [12], the parts interacting with the user (e.g.,
�nger pads, straps, supports) should be adaptable in size/positioning and prevent hand slippage, while arm supports should be positioned not too far from
the hand �xations to reduce pressure marks on the �ngers. Thumb motion during grasping is complex and would require simultaneous �exion-extension and
adduction-abduction for a natural grasping [45]. Based on data from previous studies with the RHK [12] and biomechanical considerations on the human
hand, the maximum hand aperture between thumb and middle �nger during typical therapy exercises should be 110mm, the maximum pronation (or
supination) of the forearm is 90° and the maximum �exion (or extension) of the wrist is smaller than 80° [46]. The maximum force at the �ngertip (i.e., thumb
or four �ngers) should be 50N to successfully simulate typical object manipulations in ADL and therapy tasks. The maximum PS and FE torques relevant to
simulate daily tasks are typically below 1.2Nm [31, 47]. Respecting a tradeoff between electromechanical components quality and cost, accurate haptic
renderings (ranging from low impedances, i.e., transparency [48], to high impedances) should be reproduced under a stable closed-loop behavior in particular
in the grasping DOF, where they are perceived by the hand with maximum sensitivity [49].

Design Concept and Kinematics
Several design concepts and existing design solutions [41, 50] have been evaluated for the development of our 3-DOF robot HandyBot before selecting a
cable-based design that could maximize structural stiffness and compactness, while providing suitable ranges of motion and forces, and a complete
decoupling between the three DOF (Figure 2). The �rst rotational DOF is the forearm pronosupination θPS, which is controlled by a geared motor MPS-GPS

rotating an aluminum L-shape structure (yellow). Two motors Mj drive the rotational DOF for wrist �exion-extension (j=FE, blue) and the linear DOF for
grasping (j=GR, green) through a series of capstan drive stages with 0.69mm tungsten cables (section 7x7x7x0.025mm, Baird Industries). As recommended in
literature [51, 52], a transmission based on capstan drives (i.e., cable transmission) was selected since it allows to reduce friction and backlash, while
maintaining high structural stiffness and allowing for the rendering of a wide range of control impedances. To pass through the coaxial joints Ji avoiding
cable cross-over con�icts, coaxial pulleys Pj,i (in the form of coaxial tubes of different lengths) are used, as proposed by [53]. To avoid cable slippage, each
tungsten cable is constrained to the driver/load pulleys via ball beads (3mm) and drives inside grooves on the pulley surfaces. The pulley PFE,2 directly drives
the �exion-extension plate (light blue) generating a rotation θFE around the L-shape structure. The rotation of its coaxial pulley PGR,2 is transformed in the
simultaneous linear motion xGR of custom made aluminum carriages mounted on linear guides (Misumi miniature guides SELB8), one (in green) moving
horizontally the �nger pad and two (in lighter green) driving symmetrically the (left- or right-hand) thumb pad with an inclination of 15°. This allows for the
simultaneous �exion-extension and adduction-abduction of the thumb during grasping [45]. To change the left/right hand side, the �nger pad can be rotated
around its axis, while the thumb pad can be connected to the respective inclined slider. The pads and the palm support (Figure 1) include Velcro straps that
maintain hand and �ngers in place during active movements, and can be rapidly exchanged and/or manufactured on a 3D printer in different hand sizes for
men, or for women. Additionally, to ensure user comfort, the palm support (Figure 1) can slide to different �xed positions depending on the hand size and
shape.

Positions of the end-effector are measured in joint space with encoders Ej attached to the motor shafts, which measure relative angles δθj,0 (j = PS,FE,GR). The
position of the end-effector in task space [θPS, θFE, xGR] can be described with respect to joint space coordinates (and the initial end-effector absolute position
measured through potentiometers) by three linear equations.
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(1)

(2)

  
(3)

 
The derivatives of these equations result in the following forward kinematics:
 

(4)

Where iPS is the gear ratio of the gear GPS and dj,i are the diameters of the pulleys Pj,i. The determinant of the Jacobian matrix is not equal to zero, thus the
system has no singularities for any given state. The motion is only constrained by the mechanical range limits of the device.

Electronics, control and safety 
The architecture of HandyBot is shown in Figure 3. A portable recon�gurable I/O device with an embedded processor running LabVIEW Real-Time 2018
(National Instruments myRIO-1900) performs the low-level control of HandyBot. The low-level control (frequency 1kHz) reads the sensors, performs safety
routines and data saving, and sends commands to the actuators through a state machine including position and impedance (feedforward for PS and FE, with
force feedback for GR [54, 55]) control modes. MyRIO can be connected via USB2.0 to any portable laptop (e.g., ACER Aspire VN7-792G, Intel Core i7-6700HQ,
32GB RAM), which performs the high-level control of the therapy exercises in Unity 2018.2.18f1 at 60Hz, communicates via UDP with the low-level control, and
provides interactive graphical/physical interfaces with the user.

1. Actuation: The actuators were dimensioned to meet the force/torque requirements. All motors are brushed DC motors (RE40, GB, 150W, Maxon Motor)
controlled in current mode by servo controllers (Escon 50/5, Maxon Motor). The motor MPS has a gearbox GPS with gear ratio 21:1, while the gear ratios
achieved through the pulleys in the FE and GR DOF are approximately 2:1 and 3:1 (35:17 and 54:17), respectively. These small gear ratios (i.e., smaller
than 30:1) lend the system a medium backdrivability, which guarantees a tradeoff between system transparency and safety in case of power shut down
[56].

2. Sensors: Robot positions are measured through optical encoders (HEDL 5540, 500 counts per turn for PS; MR Type L, 1024 counts per turn for FE and GR,
Maxon Motor) mounted on the motor shafts. For redundant measurement of the end-effector position (in case of failure of the cable transmission) and
initial calibration, one rotational soft potentiometer is mounted between the L-shape structure and the wrist �exion-extension plate (Rotary ThinPot, 351°
travel, 3% linearity, Spectra Symbol) and one linear soft potentiometer (ThinPot, 100mm travel, 1% linearity, Spectra Symbol) is placed on the side of the
linear guides on which the �nger pad is mounted. A 1DOF load cell (Thin-Beam load cell, weight capacity 178N, Omega) is mounted between the �nger
pad and the aluminum carriage supporting it. This enables precise measurement of forces applied by/to the �ngers during grasping movements, which
can be reasonably expected to match thumb forces during symmetric grasping [57].

3. Interactive Physical User Interfaces: In order to operate HandyBot, the user can directly login into the graphical user interface, in particular into his/her
therapy plan, with an optical �ngerprint reader (Digital Persona 4500, HID) (Fig. 1). An intuitive colored pushbutton keyboard (Xin-Mo 1 player controller
interface, Arcade World UK) allows the user to autonomously navigate in his/her therapy page, select and perform therapy exercises, similarly to the RHK
therapy platform previously investigated [15]. Both interfaces are connected with the laptop via USB2.0.

4. Safety: To ful�ll safety norms required for electronic medical devices, the following safety features were implemented:

To ful�ll the European Standard safety requirement for medical electrical equipment (Norm IEC 60601-1:2005:AMD1:2012), HandyBot is interfaced with
the mains via a medically certi�ed power entry module with switch (IEC appliance inlet C14 with �lter, fuseholder 2-pole, line switch 2-pole, Schurter). All
active parts are disconnected from the mains using medically certi�ed isolated power supplies (VMS 550W, 365W and 100W, CUI). All the components in
contact with the user do not carry mains voltage and have leakage currents below the limits imposed by the norm. All metallic parts are connected to each
other and to the earth conductor of the isolating transformer.

In case of emergency during interaction with the robot, the user can press either of the two emergency stop buttons located on top of the robot (Fig. 1 and
Fig. 3 in red). This activates a safety relay (PNOZ s1, Pilz), which operates two power contactors connected in series to redundantly cut the power supply
to the servo controllers without cutting the power to the sensors. This setup ful�lls the highest safety level of the European Norm EN ISO 13849–1 on
safety of machinery.

To prevent any harm to the user, maximum positions, velocities and forces are limited by the software, and the range of motion (ROM) of each DOF is
constrained by mechanical stops. Additionally, if a mismatch between the redundant positions sensors is detected (e.g., bigger than 10mm or 20°), the

θPS (t) = δθPS,0 (t) + θPS (0)1iPS

θFE (t) = − δθPS,0 (t) − δθFE,0 (t) + θFE (0)1iPS
dFE,0dFE,1

xGR (t) = δθFE,0 (t) +dGR,2dFE,02dFE,1
δθGR,0 (t) + xGR (0)dGR,0dGR,22dGR,1
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power to the electronic system is cut.

Furthermore, the design of the device complies with the Council Directive for medical devices (93/42/EEC:2007), respects labeling and symbols for
medical devices (ISO 15223:2015) and has acceptable residual risks for the user during its operation according to an in-depth risk analysis (DIN EN ISO
14971:2018).

Performance Evaluation
The general performance of HandyBot was assessed through workspace (i.e., ROM), sensing and dynamics performance measures, in order to provide a direct
comparison with the HK and RHK [32], as well as with other state of the art upper limb rehabilitation robots. The sensing measures directly affect the control
performance and stability, and include:

Encoder position resolution: minimal displacement/rotation of the end-effector that can be captured by the encoder.

Velocity resolution: minimal detectable displacement (i.e., position resolution) divided by the sampling interval of 0.001s.

Maximum measurable force and force resolution: re�ect the ranges provided by the sensor manufacturer. The resolution is calculated based on the force
ampli�er and the analogue to digital conversion of the signal.

The following dynamics measures re�ect mechanical and actuation properties of the device:

Maximum velocity and acceleration: estimated using o�ine lowpass �ltered (20Hz) position measurements from the encoders when giving a maximum
current step (for velocity estimation) or a maximum current impulse (10ms long, for acceleration estimate) to the motors [58].

Static friction: computed by increasing the motor current by small steps until a movement (i.e., 2° and 0.2mm for rotational and translational DOF,
respectively) of the end-effector was detected.

Maximum and continuous end-effector force: calculated based on the stall and continuous torques provided in the motor datasheet and transformed
from joint to task space.

Additional measures allow to evaluate the haptic performance of the device when using impedance control during human-robot interactions.

Transparency planes describe the lower apparent impedance of the device [59]. The transparency plane visually indicates, through its �atness, whether
the haptic display is transparent or resists active movements of the user. To construct the transparency plane on the grasping DOF, the end-effector was
moved by hand at different velocities during transparency rendering, while interaction force FGR and position xGR were recorded with the corresponding
force sensor and encoder. Raw position data were then differentiated and �ltered with a zero-phase lowpass �lter with a cut-off frequency of 15Hz to
obtain velocity  and acceleration  values. Thereafter, the interaction force exerted was plotted with respect to velocity and acceleration values,
and through multiple linear regression the following plane was �tted:

 
 

(5)

 
where mapp and bapp are the apparent inertia and damping felt by the user during human-robot interaction. The linearity of the transparency plane model can
be validated if the trajectory points lie close to the �tted plane (i.e., the residuals of the multiple linear regression �t are small). 

Fidelity of rigid contact analyzes the ability of the device to render a sharp transition from transparency to high-impedance renderings (e.g., virtual wall),
which can be often used to display virtual objects. The transition is implemented through a virtual spring-damper element that varies with the position
xGR:

 

(6)

During this test, one of the highest combinations of stiffness kd and damping bd that can be stably rendered was identi�ed, while the resulting controlled
stiffness at the end effector kctrl was calculated using force and encoder signals. The ability of the device to render a rigid contact was quanti�ed as controlled
stiffness �delity (i.e., ratio between kctrl and kd).

KB plots, as described by Colgate and Brown [60], display the curve of stable kd and bd combinations that are at the edge with an unstable behavior of the
system when a human interacts with a virtual wall described by (6). For instance, the stability limit can be identi�ed when increasing the stiffness kd for a
�xed damping bd until a stable impact with the virtual wall is not possible anymore. The area underneath the curve can be seen as an estimate of the Z-
width [60] and represents the stable parameter combinations.

The performance measures were computed for each DOF, excluding maximum measurable force, force resolution, transparency planes, rendering of rigid
contact and KB plots, which were only computed for GR, as it is the only DOF equipped with a force sensor and requiring the highest haptic �delity [49]. To

ẋGR ẍGR

FGR = mappẍGR + bappẋGR

Fd = {

0,xGR < xwall

kd (xGR − xwall) + bdẋGR,xGR ≥ xwall
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enable a fair technical comparison between devices, device size, cost and weight were also considered.

 

Usability Evaluation
To achieve the goal of unsupervised robot-assisted therapy, the robotic platform should meet a wide range of human factors and mechatronics requirements.
In addition, its usability should be assessed early during development to ensure positive user experience and compliance to a therapy program, as well as
identify necessary design improvements [30, 61, 62]. The user interface and therapy exercises for unsupervised use developed in Unity for the RHK were
positively evaluated in our previous work [33] and [37], and were therefore selected as a starting point for HandyBot. To verify the usability of HandyBot with
minimal to no external supervision, a pilot usability study was performed with four subjects in the chronic stage after stroke (> 6 months). This typically
corresponds to the target population for unsupervised exercises in home settings for which HandyBot has been designed. Participants took part in a single
test session, which consisted of a supervised and a simulated unsupervised part conducted in laboratory settings.

In the supervised part, a therapist assessed the subject’s baseline ability level through a set of conventional assessments (Fugl-Meyer of the Upper Extremity
(FMA-UE) [63], modi�ed Rankin Scale (mRS) [64]) and a robotic assessment of the subject’s active ROM, which was used to customize the di�culty level of
the therapy exercises. After that, the therapist instructed the subject on how to perform two exercises (i.e., Tunnel and WristGrasp), and actively guided the
subject in a preliminary execution of the exercises. In the Tunnel exercise, the subject had to coordinate GR and PS to navigate inside a virtual tunnel during
one-minute blocks, while avoiding obstacles and reacting to viscous perturbations (for more details please refer to [37]). The WristGrasp exercise was a novel
sensorimotor exercise, developed to take advantage of the new features of HandyBot and train wrist FE in coordination with GR (Fig. 1), which would be
relevant for ADL [40]. In this exercise, the subject had to grasp a glass sphere and release it onto an invisible pedestal, located at random wrist �exion-
extension positions within the subject active ROM. The location of the pedestal could only be identi�ed through haptic cues (i.e., changes in wrist FE force �eld
around the target position). One exercise block lasted 3 minutes. Both exercises have different levels of di�culty, which are adapted after each block based on
performance.

In the unsupervised part of the study, each subject had to independently use the therapy platform to perform the Tunnel exercise (i.e., 10 blocks) and the
WristGrasp exercise (i.e., 3 blocks). During this time, the therapist sat at the back of the room, silently observed the subject’s actions and intervened only in
case of risk. In particular, the subject had to independently position the �ngers on the �nger/thumb pads, log in to the graphical user interface, �nd and start
the appropriate therapy exercises from a graphical list, perform both exercises and log out from the personal therapy account. At the end of the experiment, the
subject answered four System Usability Scale (SUS) questionnaires, which are the main outcome measure of this study: two on the exercises, one on the
graphical user interface, and one on the device itself. The SUS assesses the overall usability of the system under investigation. Two items of the SUS refer
speci�cally to the “learnability” of a system (i.e., “I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this system”, “I needed to learn a
lot of things before I could get going with this system”) and were considered of high importance for an unsupervised usage scenario [65]. Ideally, the total SUS
score calculated from its ten items should be greater than 50 out of 100, indicating an overall usability between “OK” and “best imaginable” [66], and the
learnability subscore should be greater than ten out of 20. The study was approved by the ETH Zurich Ethics Commission, Switzerland (2020-N-16). Given the
small sample size tested, the results of the experiment are reported as median with �rst and third quartile (i.e., median (quartile 1 - quartile 3)).

Results

Performance Evaluation
HandyBot resulted in a compact, easy to transport, table-top design with an actuation metal box (i.e., including actuation, electronics and safety components,
445x305x135mm) and an end-effector (150x300x200mm) (Figure 1). The performance of HandyBot in terms of workspace, dynamics and sensing is reported
in Table 1, together with overall device size, cost and weight. In addition, these metrics are compared with the previously developed HK and RHK to show the
similarity in performance despite the scalability and compactness of the new device. Based on the data reported in the literature, some of the performance
metrics can also be compared with three other portable robot-assisted therapy devices, namely the ReachMAN [67], the CR2-Haptic [42] and the OpenWrist [40],
which train (singularly and/or simultaneously) at least two of the DOF trained by HandyBot. In these devices, the ROM is 25-90mm in GR [67], between ±85°
and ±180° in PS [40, 42, 67], and between ±70° and ±135° in FE [40, 42], generating maximum end-effector forces/torques up to 10.8 N, 3.5 Nm and 3.6Nm,
respectively. Their static friction is below 2N in GR [67], and below 0.4 Nm and 0.11 Nm in PS [40, 42, 67] and FE [40, 42], respectively.

Table 1 Performance measures of HandyBot and comparison with HapticKnob and ReHapticKnob.
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Performance
Measure

HapticKnob (2007) ReHapticKnob (2011) HandyBot (2022)

DOF Grasping Pronosupination Grasping Pronosupination Grasping (xGR) Pronosupination
(θPS)

Flexion-
Extension
(θFE)

ROM 15-75mm ±180° 15-100mm ±159° 5-55mm ±90° ±90°

Position
Resolution

0.115mm/count 0.021°/count 0.0012mm/count 0.009°/count 0.0063mm/count 0.0086°/count 0.0427°/count

Velocity
Resolution
@1kHz

115mm/s 21°/s 1.23mm/s 9°/s 6.28mm/s 8.57°/s 42.7°/s

Max Velocity - - 520mm/s 1728°/s 688mm/s 651°/s 330°/s

Max
Acceleration

- - 13.25m/s2 44640°/s2 11.73m/s2 2314°/s2 2075°/s2

Uncompensated
Static Friction

9N 0.02Nm 6N <0.4Nm <5.5N <0.75Nm <0.3Nm

Max End-
Effector Force
(continuous)

50N 1.5Nm 1181N (88N) 12.18Nm
(0.98Nm)

125N (23N) 21.42Nm
(3.97Nm)

2.1Nm
(0.39Nm)

Max
Measurable
Force
(resolution)

30N (0.2N) - 80N (0.02N) 4Nm
(0.0005Nm)

151N (73.73mN) - -

Control
Frequency

100Hz 1kHz 1kHz

Material Cost - >50000€ <17000€

Size - 800x1400x1200mm 445x605x200mm

Weight - >100kg <15kg

Abbreviations: ROM=Range of Motion, DOF=Degree of Freedom

On the grasping DOF, transparency planes were identi�ed for the uncontrolled device and when the device is controlled to render transparency (i.e., minimal
impedance) via impedance control with force feedback (Fig. 4). The uncontrolled device showed an apparent mass of 0.65 kg and an apparent damping of
24.24 Ns/m with average residuals above 1 N, while the impedance control with force feedback during transparency rendering reduced the apparent mass by
69.14% (to 0.20 kg), the apparent damping by 88.54% (to 2.78 Ns/m) and the residuals below 0.7 N. The dynamic human-robot interaction movements
achieved during the transparency rendering test reached large velocity and acceleration values close to or above the maximum velocity and acceleration of the
actuated HandyBot (Fig. 4.c). This indicates that the control allows the user, with little additional effort, to push the system above its limits, and that, despite
reaching their saturation, the motors are still supporting transparency rendering.

A combination of kd=25 kN/m and bd=0.02 kN*s/m was selected to test the control �delity in rendering a rigid contact. The virtual wall transition is shown in
Figure 5.a in comparison with the RHK [54] and the commercially available Phantom Premium 1.5 [68], which were tested like HandyBot with the kd-bd

combination yielding their best haptic performance in terms of wall rendering. Similarly to these devices, HandyBot can render transparency with resistances
<1N but, as shown in Table 2, can reach a controlled stiffness accuracy of 94% compared to the accuracies of 92% and 80% of the RHK and Phantom
Premium 1.5, respectively. Figure 5.b shows the KB plots for HandyBot and RHK in the grasping DOF [54]. The maximum stable rendered stiffness  and
damping  are 30 kN/m and 0.1 kNs/m for HandyBot, and 150 kN/m and 1.55 kNs/m for RHK, respectively. The estimates of the Z-width (i.e., area
underneath the KB curve) of the two devices are 2.1 and 150.1 kN2s/m2, respectively.

Usability Evaluation
 
 
Table 2 Performance parameters of virtual wall rendering with HandyBot, ReHapticKnob and Phantom Premium 1.5. Desired and achieved parameters for a
virtual wall (shown in Figure 5.a) rendered in the grasping DOF of HandyBot, ReHapticKnob [48] and Phantom Premium 1.5 [68].
 

kd

bd
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Device Desired virtual wall Controlled stiffness Controlled stiffness �delity

  kd

[kN/m]

bd

[N*s/m]

kctrl

[kN/m]

1

HandyBot

(impedance control with force feedback)

25 20 26.47 0.94

ReHapticKnob

(impedance control with force feedback)

50 50 54 0.92

Phantom Premium 1.5

(impedance control)

2 20 2.4 0.8

Four subjects (1 female, 3 male) in the chronic stage after an ischemic (3) or hemorrhagic (1) stroke (71.0(61.0-107.5) months post event) were eligible and
agreed to participate in the usability evaluation study. The participant age was 64.5(62.5-67.0) and there were two right and two left hemisphere lesions, while
all subjects were right-handed. Most subjects showed mild to moderate [69] upper-limb impairment with a FMA-UE of 48.5(41.3-55.5) out of 66 points and a
mRS of 2.0(1.8-2.3). During the simulated unsupervised part of the study, the subjects could independently position their hand in the �nger/thumb pads and
operate the device to start and perform the appropriate therapy exercises. No serious adverse event related to the use of the robot, nor any event that would put
at risk the safety of the user was observed. One subject (FMA-UE of 39 out of 66, maximum active ROM index to thumb 38mm) required external help in both
exercises as he could not autonomously open the hand due to high hand muscle tone. Regarding the hardware, minor usability limitations were identi�ed for
all users. The 3D printed palm support and its strap �xation were too weak to maintain the hand and arm in place with respect to the device, which has a
perceivable residual inertia (after impedance control) in the PS DOF. The issue with the straps led to di�culties for the users in maintaining their anatomical
axes (i.e., mainly the forearm pronosupination axis) aligned with the respective robot axes. Moreover, supporting wrist FE forces were at times not su�cient to
maintain the hand in place during rapid pronosupination rotations in the Tunnel exercise, in which gravity directly acted on the wrist FE DOF. Regarding the
software, the subjects had di�culties in understanding the rules of the WristGrasp exercise mainly due to di�culties in perceiving haptic cues at the level of
the wrist or coordinating grasping forces to not break the sphere while moving. HandyBot was ranked with a SUS score between OK and excellent (76.3(58.1-
91.3) out of 100) and a learnability subscore of 11.3(9.4-13.8) out of 20, while the graphical user interface was ranked with a SUS score between good and
excellent (85.0(73.8-91.3) out of 100) and a learnability subscore of 13.8(7.5-18.1) out of 20. The Tunnel and WristGrasp exercises were ranked with SUS
scores between good and excellent (78.8(70.0-83.8) out of 100) and between OK and good (67.5 (61.3-74.4) out of 100), and learnability subscores of
13.8(8.8-17.5) and 12.50(9.4-16.3) out of 20, respectively.

Discussion
This paper presents the design, as well as performance and preliminary usability evaluations of HandyBot, a novel portable end-effector haptic device
optimized for unsupervised robot-assisted therapy of hand function after stroke. HandyBot builds on the sensorimotor robot-assisted therapy concept
developed on two earlier haptic devices, HapticKnob (HK) and ReHapticKnob (RHK), whose e�cacy was successfully validated in supervised clinical
environments when used by subjects after stroke [12, 34]. HandyBot strives to provide a similar therapy platform (i.e., end-effector haptic device with user
interface and sensorimotor therapy exercises) than the one previously validated on the RHK [37], and to extend its use to different environments (e.g., start in
the clinic and continue at home), to further promote unsupervised use. This promises to complement conventional therapies, increase therapy dose of quality
rehabilitation and subject autonomy while decreasing reliance on hospital stays [6].

HandyBot is compact and demonstrates good technical performance
HandyBot is noticeably more compact and portable than the HK and the RHK, and still allows to actively train grasping and forearm pronosupination, and an
additional movement (i.e., wrist �exion extension), following the same validated sensorimotor therapy concept [33, 34].

Excluding wearable devices (e.g., hand gloves, exoskeletons), only few powered portable devices focus on the training of hand function [40–42, 70] and allow
to actively assist/resist the patient movements and/or to reproduce sensorimotor therapy tasks. Compared to these portable devices and its non-portable
predecessors, HandyBot maintains similar performance in terms of workspace, dynamics and sensing, despite achieving an important cost reduction
(approximately − 55%) with respect to earlier concepts, making the system more scalable in view of potential deployment in home settings.

The robot workspace is similar to state-of-the-art rehabilitation devices for PS and FE and slightly smaller for GR, both in minimal and maximal hand aperture
(i.e., 10-110mm thumb to index) [40, 42, 67]. This allows simulating �ne object manipulation while respecting biomechanical and therapy requirements [12,
46]. Maximum achievable movement/force dynamics and sensor resolution are in the same order of magnitude of other devices except for PS, which achieves
slightly lower accelerations and has an increased static friction, which can be attributed to the high weight and inertia of the metal L-shape structure
necessary to align the robotic wrist FE axis with the user anatomical axis. Maximum generated grasping forces are in line with other rehabilitation devices [31,
67] and correspond to the force levels needed in therapy exercises and in ADL [31]. While PS can achieve torques and, potentially, maximum impedances
higher than average [40, 42, 67], the FE DOF achieves maximum torques that, after overcoming the robot inertia, only allow to assist/resist/perturb the user
movements, but cannot passively hold the limb of the user in different positions particularly against gravity (i.e., when the user is in extreme pronation or
supination positions).

− |kd−kctrl|
kd
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Through a single low-cost force sensor, HandyBot allows to maintain good haptic control performance in terms of rigid contact rendering �delity, and span
between maximum achievable impedances and transparencies, particularly at the level of hand grasping, which is characterized by the �nest sensorimotor
control [71, 72]. The transparency rendering performance is better than the RHK, achieving a quarter of the apparent mass (i.e., 0.2 kg compared to 0.8 kg in
RHK). However, smaller maximum impedances, but still su�cient for the available therapy exercises, are reached [33, 54].

The differences in impedance rendering between HandyBot and RHK could be explained by the lower quality of the low-cost components of HandyBot (e.g.,
force sensor in GR), which may negatively affect the control performance, and by the nature of their mechanical transmissions (i.e., transmission type, gear
ratio). A geared transmission (e.g., gearboxes and/or timing belts, as in the case of RHK and PS in HandyBot) allows to stably render a wide range of
impedances, but signi�cantly increases size, weight and inertia of end-effector designs, proportionally to the number of DOF. Additionally, it can reduce
transparency mainly due to backlash and/or high gear ratios. A cable transmission (GR and FE in HandyBot) has instead the potential to reduce the size,
weight and inertia of the end-effector, and to improve transmission transparency. However, this type of transmission can reduce the range of stable renderable
KB combinations depending on the level of cable tensioning, which alters the friction in idler pulleys, on the mismatch in cable tensioning within a
transmission chain, which generates cable vibration/resonance similarly to backlash, and on the elasticity of the mechanical structures, all factors that
contribute to the instability of the system [73–75]. Furthermore, in GR, HandyBot has approximately a 3:1 gear ratio, which signi�cantly reduces the maximum
range of renderable impedances compared to the 12:1 gear ratio of the RHK with the same actuator.

The platform is safe and shows positive usability
We achieved promising usability results with our therapy platform, showing that HandyBot is usable without supervision and learnable during a �rst exposure.
After a supervised instruction phase, we simulated unsupervised therapy conditions, but we allowed the therapist to intervene only in case help was strictly
needed (e.g., in adverse conditions), as done in unsupervised trainings in clinical settings [18, 24, 25]. Throughout the test, the therapist intervention was only
required for one subject that had an increase in hand muscle tone during the experiment, but whose muscle tone and hand active ROM were already altered at
baseline. Robotic assessments incorporated into the therapy exercises could allow to monitor hand muscle tone throughout the therapy, to avoid negative
consequences such as pain that could affect recovery [36]. The device respects safety norms for medical devices, as well as ergonomics and adaptability
design requirements, and did not show safety-related problems. Minimization of issues requiring external intervention and safety are fundamental for the use
of the therapy platform in the home environment, where supervision is not always available or would require additional communication channels (e.g.,
telerehabilitation [26]). The usability results of HandyBot, graphical user interface and Tunnel exercise are between good and excellent (i.e., approximately
between 70 and 90 out of 100), which is aligned with the usability results achieved when using the RHK with minimal supervision [37], meaning that the
change of hardware did not affect the user experience during therapy. The WristGrasp exercise obtained lower but positive usability scores (i.e., above “OK”),
probably associated with the di�culty of the exercise, which requires good sensorimotor functions to hold the glass sphere without breaking it or to identify
target wrist �exion-extension positions based on haptic cues. The usability results are positively aligned with the few other studies that evaluated the usability
of technology-assisted therapy platforms [25, 76, 77], although only one of these assessed the SUS with an average score of 71.8 out of 100 [76].

Necessary improvements and limitations
Our evaluation allowed to identify important design improvements that will be addressed before testing the device in real unsupervised conditions (e.g.,
home). Hand/arm supports should be optimized to allow precise control of the limb positioning (e.g., avoid compensatory movements) and prevent
misalignments between anatomical and robot joints, which could obtrude the movements of the subject in positions that are at the limit of the robot
workspace. Completely eliminating these issues is a challenge, particularly in an end-effector device when patients try to control multiple DOF simultaneously.
Therefore, exercises that train a maximum of 2 DOF simultaneously should be considered with an end-effector approach. Furthermore, as recommended in
literature [13], to avoid visual compensation in solving sensorimotor therapy tasks, the hand of the subject should be covered during therapy.

Our preliminary usability results should be interpreted with respect to the small sample size tested, although this size can be considered su�cient to identify
the major usability challenges of the platform [78]. However, the results should be further validated over a longer time horizon and in real unsupervised
conditions (e.g., in the home environment), to verify the feasibility of this therapy approach, whether subjects could learn to use the system, and if their
motivation to use the device would change.

Potential of unsupervised robot-assisted therapy with HandyBot
Our positive performance results in terms of haptic rendering and usability with the same unsupervised therapy framework as the RHK open the door to the
use of our compact device, HandyBot, in different unsupervised settings (e.g., clinic or home) after an appropriate supervised learning period in the clinic. Our
device, focusing on active training of hand function, could complement existing upper limb robot-assisted therapy devices that have been deployed for home
rehabilitation [16, 79]. However, these devices should be selected carefully since, particularly among non-wearable devices, usability without supervision and
portability are often lacking. This robot-assisted approach could help increase therapy dose for the patients and reduce limb non-use after discharge, decrease
therapy-associated costs (e.g., therapist time during unsupervised use in the clinic) and progressively increase patient independence in daily-life settings.

Future investigations should verify the feasibility and usability of our portable therapy platform within a clinical trial in home settings. These tests will also
help understanding for which type of patient population (e.g., impairment type and severity, stage after stroke) this kind of therapy is most suitable. To make
the step into the home environment, clear protocols will have to be de�ned to decide when the patient is ready to perform such training at home and how
family members and therapists should be instructed to assist the patient (when needed).

Conclusion
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This paper presents the design of HandyBot, a portable haptic device for unsupervised hand rehabilitation, its characterization and preliminary usability
evaluation in simulated unsupervised settings.

The results show that HandyBot achieves good workspace, dynamics, sensing and haptic performance, while guaranteeing compactness and a cost reduction
with respect to other comparable devices. HandyBot appears to be usable at �rst exposure with minimal external supervision in a controlled environment.

Our results open the door to the use of portable robot-assisted therapy platforms to implement a technology-supported continuum of care. In this sense,
subjects with stroke could potentially familiarize early with the use of such technology in the clinic with progressively reduced therapist supervision and
continue the training at home after hospital discharge. This approach could allow increasing the dose of hand therapy for persons with stroke, avoid limb non-
use, and progressively promote patient autonomy and independence.
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Figure 1

A subject performing a therapy exercise (WristGrasp) on the HandyBot. HandyBot is a portable table-top end-effector robot for the assessment and therapy of
grasping, forearm pronosupination and wrist �exion-extension tasks. Virtual tasks are haptically reproduced through two pads that get in contact with the
�ngers of the user, and visually rendered in a virtual reality environment presented on a computer screen. The user can start therapy by logging in to the
personal account via a �ngerprint reader or inserting a password through a pushbutton keyboard, which also serves as an input interface to interact with the
graphical user interface. Two easily reachable emergency stop buttons are embedded in the actuation box of the device, which includes the actuators as well
as electronics and safety components.
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Figure 2

Simpli�ed model of the HandyBot. The geared motor MPS-GPS rotates the ball bearing supported yellow L-shape structure, which allows to perform forearm
pronosupination with an angle θPS. Two motors MFE and MGR drive the wrist �exion-extension (light blue plate, angle θFE) and the grasping DOF (thumb and
�nger pads in light green and green, displacement xGR) through a series of capstan drives with tungsten cables. To allow the transmission of the power
through the coaxial joints Ji, coaxial pulleys PFE,i and PGR,i (concentric tubes of different lengths) are used for each DOF. Linear guides allow the
transformation of the rotational displacement of the idler pulley PGR,2 to a symmetric displacement xGR of both the thumb and �nger pads. The position of
each DOF is measured through rotational encoders E on the motor shafts, and redundant potentiometers (pink) for safety and calibration. The force exerted on
the �nger pad FGR is measured through a 1-DOF load cell embedded in the pad support. Note: The �gure shows the right-hand con�guration. The thumb pad

could be connected to the 3rd unplugged linear slider to allow left-hand use of the device.
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Figure 3

System architecture of HandyBot. HandyBot is interfaced with the main supply via a power inlet with switch. All active components are separated from the
mains through medically certi�ed AC/DC power converters. Two emergency stop buttons (in red) operate two power contactors via a safety relay, and
redundantly cut the power to the motors while maintaining the power for the real time system (myRIO), which performs the low-level control of the platform,
and the sensors. MyRIO is connected via USB to the user laptop, which performs the high-level control of the platform and provides interactive graphical (e.g.,
virtual reality) and physical (e.g., �ngerprint reader, pushbutton keyboard) user interfaces. 
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Figure 4

Transparency planes. User experienced transparency (apparent dynamics) during physical human-robot interaction in the grasping degree of freedom when
HandyBot is uncontrolled (a), and when it is controlled via impedance control with force feedback (b) and perturbed with motion patterns shown in (c).
Recorded force-motion trajectories (blue dots) are plotted over velocity and acceleration to indicate the damping and inertia components of the apparent
impedance. A linear �t (yellow plane) and the identi�ed model parameters of the apparent damping bapp and mass mapp allow a qualitative and quantitative
comparison between the performance of the different control approaches. The plane size represents the range of maximum actuated velocity and acceleration
reachable by HandyBot. The averaged (AVG) residuals indicate the �tting accuracy of the transparency planes.
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Figure 5

Rendering of a virtual wall and KB plots with HandyBot, ReHapticKnob and Phantom Premium 1.5. (a) Comparison between the interaction with a virtual wall
(unidirectional stiff spring-damper combination) rendered with HandyBot (blue), ReHapticKnob (black, [48]) and with the commercially available Phantom
Premium 1.5 (orange, [68]). (b) Stable desired spring-damper combinations renderable as rigid contact (described in (2)) via impedance control with force
feedback by HandyBot (Kf=5) or ReHapticKnob (Kf=10) in grasping. The area underneath the curve (Z-width estimate) describes all the possible stable
parameter combinations.


